We study the equilibrium and stability of metastable states and capillary condensation hysteresis of a Lennard-Jones fluid in cylindrical pores by means of the canonical ensemble density functional theory and gauge cell Monte Carlo simulations. We demonstrate a possibility for the existence of multiple laterally uniform internal states of equal density inside the hysteresis loop. The region of multiple states is bounded by the states of zero compressibility. The internal states can be stabilized in Monte Carlo simulations constraining the density fluctuations. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.031505 PACS number͑s͒: 64.70.Fx, 68.43.Mn, 02.50.Ng, 71.15.Mb The rapid development of nanotechnologies, especially synthesis and modification of novel nanostructured materials ͓1,2͔ has catalyzed increasing attention of theoreticians and experimentalists to the problems of phase equilibria and transitions in confined fluids ͓3-13͔. Vapor sorption and capillary condensation in nanopores are prominent examples of phenomena in confined fluids, which offer a variety of intriguing features, such as, the multiplicity of equilibrium stable and metastable states and hysteresis ͓3-16͔. It is well documented that sorption and desorption isotherms typically do not coincide, yet they form a reproducible hysteresis loop ͓16͔. In geometrically disordered confinements, as shown both experimentally ͓16͔ and theoretically ͓13͔, sequential changes of the stages of sorption and desorption lead to the scanning of multiple equilibrium states inside the hysteresis loop. However, thermodynamic analysis of these states is hindered due to the system complexity. In this paper, we show that even in a single pore of a symmetric shape there is a possibility for the existence of multiple states of equal density inside the hysteresis loop. These states were found first by means of the mean field density functional theory ͑DFT͒, and then confirmed by the Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ simulation with the example of capillary condensation of Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ fluids in cylindrical nanopores ͓17͔.
The rapid development of nanotechnologies, especially synthesis and modification of novel nanostructured materials ͓1,2͔ has catalyzed increasing attention of theoreticians and experimentalists to the problems of phase equilibria and transitions in confined fluids ͓3-13͔. Vapor sorption and capillary condensation in nanopores are prominent examples of phenomena in confined fluids, which offer a variety of intriguing features, such as, the multiplicity of equilibrium stable and metastable states and hysteresis ͓3-16͔. It is well documented that sorption and desorption isotherms typically do not coincide, yet they form a reproducible hysteresis loop ͓16͔. In geometrically disordered confinements, as shown both experimentally ͓16͔ and theoretically ͓13͔, sequential changes of the stages of sorption and desorption lead to the scanning of multiple equilibrium states inside the hysteresis loop. However, thermodynamic analysis of these states is hindered due to the system complexity. In this paper, we show that even in a single pore of a symmetric shape there is a possibility for the existence of multiple states of equal density inside the hysteresis loop. These states were found first by means of the mean field density functional theory ͑DFT͒, and then confirmed by the Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ simulation with the example of capillary condensation of Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ fluids in cylindrical nanopores ͓17͔.
DFT is a proven tool for analyses of sorption and phase transitions in pores ͓18 -20͔. In the pioneering papers ͓14,15͔, one can find a qualitative description of the capillary condensation phenomenon as a first-order phase transition characterized by the shift of the conditions of criticality, phase coexistence and spinodals compared to the bulk fluid. It was shown that the nonlocal DFT ͓18 -20͔ agrees with MC simulations ͓3,4,21-23͔, and also with reference experiments ͓3,4,24 -28͔. To analyze the behavior of a system in the hysteresis region, we employ the canonical ensemble version of the density functional theory ͑CEDFT͒ ͓29͔. In contrast to the conventional DFT, which implies the grand canonical ensemble minimization at given volume, temperature, and chemical potential ͓18 -20͔, we find equilibrium states of a fluid within a pore of a given shape provided that the mean fluid density ͗͘ is fixed, the pore volume V is unchanged and the system is embedded in a bath of constant temperature T. Thus, we deal with a closed system of a fixed volume at isothermal conditions, whose equilibrium states are defined by minimization of the Helmholtz free energy, represented as a functional F͓(r)͔ of the spatially varying fluid density (r), in the canonical ensemble at constant ͗͘,V, and T ͓30͔. To find a solution to this conditional extremum problem, one has to introduce a Lagrange multiplier , as an additional unknown parameter and solve the Euler equation
given by ϭ␦F͓(r)͔/␦(r). Here, ␦/␦ denotes the functional derivative. The solution gives the equilibrium density profile (r,͗͘,T) and the value of (͗͘,T), which turns out to be equal to the chemical potential of the corresponding state. In the following calculations we consider a LJ fluid in a cylindrical pore using the smoothed density approximation ͓18 -20͔ to represent the Helmholtz free energy functional, F͓(r)͔. Solutions to the Euler equation were obtained by using the Broyden ͓31͔ method. To demonstrate the multiplicity of internal states on the simplest system, we intentionally constrict ourselves to studies of laterally uniform configuration and perform minimization over the laterally uniform density profiles (r)ϭ(r), where r is the distance from the pore center. It is known that in sufficiently long cylindrical pores may exist various nonuniform configurations comprised of sequences of liquid lenses/bridges and bubbles as shown in MC and MD silulations of binary liquids ͓32-34͔. A detailed description of the density functional and parameters employed can be found elsewhere ͓23͔.
In Fig. 1 we present a series of the CEDFT isotherms in cylindrical pores of different diameters. The fluid-fluid and fluid-solid parameters were chosen to reproduce Ar sorption at 87 K (kT/⑀ϭ0.74) in the channels of siliceous mesoporous molecular sieves of the MCM-41 type. This choice was motivated by the availability of relevant experimental data ͓24 -28͔. This example is typical for a first-order vaporliquid phase transition. In the narrowest pore of 1.31 nm in width, we observe a supercritical behavior: the isotherm is monotonous and consists of stable equilibrium states. As the pore size increases above the critical size, the isotherms take upon a sigmoid, van der Waals'-type shape with multiple equilibrium states. We distinguish three regions on the subcritical isotherm, as shown in Fig. 2 with the example of the isotherm in 3.15 nm pore. The adsorption branch OS V corresponds to the consecutive formation of adsorption layers associated with sigmoid swings indicating layering transitions. Since the fluid density in the pore center is of the order of the vapor density, the states on the adsorption branch are *Email address: aneimark@triprinceton.org referred to as vaporlike states. The desorption branch S L H corresponds to liquidlike states of condensed fluid. The descending trajectory S L S V corresponds to the states that we call internal states. The internal states can be stabilized in the closed system of a finite volume but they are unstable in the open system, and, therefore, cannot be observed in a real experiment, in which unrestricted mass exchange with the environment is allowed. Albeit the compressibility of the internal states is negative, they can be generated in molecular simulations by suppressing density fluctuations in the system ͓11,35,36͔. The possibility of obtaining such states in experiments with a limited bulk reservoir was discussed in Ref.
͓37͔.
The position of phase coexistence, points B and F of equilibrium transitions, complies with Maxwell's rule of equal areas,
Here, e is the chemical potential of the equilibrium capillary condensation transition. Thus, at Ͻ e , the vaporlike states are stable and the liquidlike states are metastable, and vise versa, at Ͼ e , the liquidlike states are stable and the vaporlike states are metastable. The turnover points, S V and S L , correspond to the true limits of stability of vaporlike and liquidlike metastable states, respectively. In analogy with the bulk vapor-liquid phase diagram, we refer to these points as the vaporlike and liquidlike spinodals. The vaporlike spinodal S V is the point of spontaneous capillary condensation. At this point, the adsorption layer becomes unstable, the energy barrier separating the metastable and stable states vanishes, and the system must jump onto the desorption branch under any experimental conditions at which the pore space is connected with a reservoir of vapor. Similarly, the liquidlike spinodal S V is the point of spontaneous evaporation: The metastable condensed fluid becomes unstable and cavitates at any experimental conditions, and the system must jump onto the adsorption branch.
In pores wider than ϳ4 nm, we observe a phenomenon that, likely, has not been reported earlier. On the backward trajectory of the isotherm appears a region of multiple internal states of equal mean density, as shown in Fig. 3 with the example of the isotherm in 5.1 nm pore. The region of multiple states of equal mean density is bounded by the states of zero compressibility, S SL and S SU . These, physically unrealizable states first discussed in Ref. ͓11͔, were named superspinodals. The lower (S SL ) and upper (S SU ) superspinodals bound the range of fluid densities in which at a given temperature the Euler equation has three solutions with the same density and different chemical potentials: One state is located on the descending region S SU K of the backward trajectory adjoining to the vaporlike spinodal S V ; the second state may be either a liquidlike state on the branch S L R, or an internal state on the descending region S L S SL of the backward trajectory adjoining to the liquidlike spinodal S L ; the third, intermediate state lies on the ascending region S SL S SU of the backward trajectory between the superspinodals. Note that a solution of the variation problem does not necessarily correspond to a minimum of the Helmholtz free energy potential F͓(r)͔ with respect to the local variations of fluid density and, consequently, to an equilibrium state of the closed system. The condition of minimum,
2 ‡ ͗͘ Ͼ0, is apparently fulfilled in the case of the unique solution. However, in the case of multiple solutions, the condition of minimum has to be tested to distinguish the unstable states. In Fig. 3 we present the variation of the Helmholtz free energy along the isotherm calculated by integrating along the continuous trajectory in the region of multiple states. We see that the states on the ascending region between the superspinodals have a higher Helmholtz free energy than the two other states of the same mean density and, therefore, must correspond to the maximums of F͓(r)͔. These states are entirely unstable: Local variations of the fluid density would drive the system to one of the states of the same density, which correspond to the minimums of F͓(r)͔ and represent either stable or metastable states in the closed system. The Maxwell-type construction of equal areas in Fig. 3 , ͛ * d, determines the density * separating the stable and metastable internal states. That is, the internal states on the branch S V M and the liquidlike states of Ͼ SL are stable, whereas the states on the regions M S SU and S SL N are metastable. To avoid a misinterpretation, we stress that here we deal with the stability of a closed system with respect to the internal degrees of freedom. In an open system, the internal states are unstable ͑for descending regions of the isotherm, ‫ץ‬ 2 F/‫͗͘ץ‬ 2 Ͻ0) unless specially stabilized by certain constrains. These internal states can be referred to as intrinsically stable states. It is worth noting that this analysis is reminiscent of the discussion in Ref. ͓38͔ regarding the stability of liquid droplets forming unduloids and lenses in cylindrical pores. The authors distinguished two types of stability: the Laplace stability with respect to the deformation of the droplet shape at a constant volume/mass and the Kelvin stability with respect to the mass exchange with the vapor phase. Using the above introduced terminology, the Laplace stability corresponds to the intrinsic stability of internal states in a closed isothermal system.
The states between the superspinodals are virtual states that cannot be stabilized by any external forces and would not be achievable in experiments and molecular simulations. This justifies the term superspinodal for the virtual state of zero compressibility ‫ץ͉(‬ 2 F/‫͗͘ץ‬ 2 ͉→ϱ), which was introduced in Ref. ͓11͔ is a paraphrase of the definition of the spinodal for the state of diverging compressibility ‫ץ(‬ 2 F/‫͗͘ץ‬ 2 ϭ0). Indeed, while the spinodal represents the true limit of the stability of the metastable states in the open system, the superspinodal represents the true limit of stabilization of the internal states that can be sampled by means the gauge cell MC simulation method ͓11͔, see below.
In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the molecular structure of the internal states. Between the vaporlike spinodal S V and the upper superspinodal S SU , the internal states correspond to the layer-by-layer growth of the adsorbed film. The density in the near-wall adsorbed layers reduces in accord with the decrease in the equilibrium pressure, as clearly seen for the Stable liquidlike state at the bulk saturation pressure P/ P 0 ϭ1; ͑b͒ lower superspinodal point S SL ; ͑c͒ virtual state O; ͑d͒ upper superspinodal point S SU ; ͑e͒ intrinsically stable internal state at point M; ͑f͒ vaporlike spinodal S V . Note that internal states are characterized by a thick liquidlike film with a well-defined interface or, in other words, by a bubble in the pore center. third layer. As the density increases, a thin vaporlike axisymmetric bubble in the central part of the pore shrinks ͑lines e and d on Fig. 4͒ . The trajectory of the virtual states represents the gradual filling of the pore center without layering ͑lines d, c, and b on Fig. 4͒ . The shape of the isotherm in the vicinity of the liquidlike spinodal changes qualitatively as the pore size increases. Instead of a rounded shape ͑Fig. 2͒, which can be approximated by a parabola, the isotherm tends to form a pronounced tongue ͑Fig. 1͒. The lower superspinodal S SL approaches the liquidlike S L spinodal. For a given pore, the shape of the isotherm also depends on temperature. As the temperature increases, the hysteresis loop becomes narrower and disappears at a certain pore critical temperature T pc , which is smaller than the bulk critical temperature T c . The phenomenon of the shift of criticality in confined fluids is well known ͓1,39-42͔. In Fig. 5 , we show the temperature dependence of the backward trajectory of internal states in 5.1 nm pore. As the temperature increases, the region of virtual states becomes narrower and at a certain superspinodal critical temperature, T ss ϽT pc , the lower and upper superspinodals coincide. At T ss , the backward trajectory has one inflection point characterized by zero compressibility. At higher temperatures, the backward trajectory monotonously decreases and consists of intrinsically stable internal states.
To validate the results of the mean field theory, we have purposely searched for the multiple internal states by means of the gauge cell MC simulations ͓11͔. In the gauge cell MC method ͓11͔, the simulation is performed simultaneously in two cells, which are in chemical equilibrium at isothermal conditions. Mass exchange between the cells is allowed; however, the cell volumes are kept unchanged. One of the cells represents the pore and the other is the gauge cell of a limited capacity. The fluid in the gauge cell is stable at the conditions of simulations ‫ץ(‬ 2 F g ‫͗ץ/‬ g ͘ 2 Ͼ0, the subscript ''g'' denotes the gauge cell fluid͒ and serves as a reference.
The limited capacity of the gauge cell constrains the density fluctuations in the pore and allows one to keep the fluid in the pore in a state, which would be unstable in contact with the bulk. Indeed, the condition of stability of the total system is given by (
. Thus, choosing the ratio of the gauge cell and pore volumes, V g /V, sufficiently small, we can stabilize and sample the states of negative compressibility. Approaching the superspinodals ‫ץ(‬ 2 F/‫͗͘ץ‬ 2 →ϱ) the stabilization condition fails. For the details of the gauge cell method, see Ref.
͓11͔.
MC simulations in cylindrical pores were performed in relatively short cells with periodic boundary conditions to prevent the formation of nonuniform configurations. Multiple laterally uniform internal states have been found, yet in larger pores than those presented in Fig. 1. In Fig. 6 , we present an example of MC simulations of sorption equilibrium of a LJ fluid in a 9-nm-wide cylindrical pore. The fluidfluid and fluid-solid parameters were chosen to reproduce nitrogen sorption at 77 K (kT/⑀ϭ0.762) on silica ͓23͔. The switchover from argon to nitrogen was motivated by the availability of relevant experimental data, which was shown to agree quantitatively with DFT and MC simulations of adsorption hysteresis ͓4͔. In the vicinity of the liquidlike spinodal, the backward trajectory of internal states is nonmonotonic and discontinuous. The gap is interpreted as the region between the superspinodals: the density of pore fluid to the right exceeds the density to the left. The density of the pore fluid in the vicinity of the superspinodal point is determined with the accuracy of 0.05% and the bulk pressure with the accuracy of ϳ5% by averaging over 5ϫ10 7 configurations. The DFT isotherm is in remarkable agreement with the MC data, including the positions of the vaporlike and liquidlike spinodals and phase equilibrium. As the parameters of both models were chosen to represent the liquid density of bulk nitrogen ͓23͔, the densities of the liquidlike states on the desorption branch are almost equal, although DFT predicts a larger compressibility than that observed in MC simulations. Even the backward, descending trajectories between the vaporlike spinodal and the lower superspinodal practically coincide. Due to the discontinuity of the MC isotherm, the condition of phase equilibrium in the MC simulation was determined by the thermodynamic integration method by constructing a supercritical isotherm ͓43͔. As it was expected, the DFT exaggerate the layering transitions along the adsorption branch and the superspinodal behavior producing the states of larger compressibility in the vicinity of liquidlike spinodal. These deviations are caused by the neglect of local lateral fluctuations in the DFT model employed ͓23͔.
The MC local density profiles of nitrogen in a 9-nm pore, given in Fig. 7 , are qualitatively similar to those presented in Fig. 4 . In overall, agreement between the DFT and MC density distributions is excellent. DFT predicts a sharper interface between the adsorbed film and vaporlike bubble than MC. Also, notable difference is observed between the MC and DFT density profiles at the liquidlike spinodal, since DFT shows a lower fluid density at the spinodal point. In Fig. 8 , we show the variation of the Helmholtz free energy F and estimate the density that determines the limits of intrinsically stable internal states. The Helmholtz free energies obtained by the MC and DFT methods agree well including the region of multiple internal states ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, although MC predicts higher fluid densities in that region.
Thus, the MC simulation confirms that the existence of multiple internal states of equal density is not an artifact of the mean field theory. This behavior may be observed in nanopores and other finite volume systems. Unachievable in a quasiequilibrium experiment with continuously varying external thermodynamic parameters, the internal states can be constructed by equilibrating under suitable constrains and consecutive quenching a specially prepared initial nonequilibrium state of a given density or composition, particularly in regular nanopores of mesoporous molecular sieves ͓1,2͔.
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